HYPERACTIVE CHILDREN AND THE USE OF PSYCHOACTIVE DRUGS: TREATMENT OR COERCIVE BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT?
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Given the recent passage of Public Law 94-142, requiring state school systems to adopt a program to identify, locate, and evaluate all handicapped children within the system in order to qualify for federal assistance in the education of the handicapped, it seems inevitable that many children previously thought to be merely troublesome will now be labeled emotionally handicapped.

This problem will be evident in children referred for treatment of hyperactivity (HA). One study showed that teachers in Des Moines, Iowa, perceived 53% of the boys and 30% of the girls to have problems with hyperactivity. If all were treated with drugs, the total would be around 15 million children. Though accurate figures are impossible to obtain, some estimates go as high as 1 1/2 million, with the average estimate around 500,000 children now being treated for HA.

This article will examine the statutory and constitutional constraints on those who treat HA children, and will suggest guidelines for safeguarding such children.

In conjunction with the passage of Public Law 94-142, Congress included specific procedural safeguards that the local school districts must follow before classifying a child as handicapped. These call for parental consent, a hearing upon request, and a right to appeal a decision to federal court, regardless of the amount in controversy. Congress was obviously aware of the potential dangers involved in such an attempt at classification. This article will show that the state of the art of diagnosing and treating emotional problems in school children is, in the words of one commentator, “a mess.” Given the seductive attraction of an easy excuse for bad behavior and easy treatment with psychoactive drugs, the chance is real that the practice will
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continue, without concern for the negative side effects nor for the potential for masking serious social problems.

I. Hyperactivity — Syndrome or Excuse for Bad Behavior?

In a recent manual designed for use by physicians, the following definition was offered for HA: "It is the persistent pattern of excessive activity in situations requiring motor inhibition. Persistent means consistently, year after year. Excessive means extreme (i.e., the most restless — 3 to 5%)."

"It is both interesting and revealing that the term "excessive" is a subjective impression with a certain percentage of a population being so described. The unsatisfactory nature of this definition becomes apparent upon examining the results of a Berkeley study on normal patterns of behavior in children. The study showed that significant numbers of normal children "were unusually active, had a short attention span," and had tantrums at given times. Dr. Mark A. Stewart suggests that behavioral characteristics are relevant only if they can be shown to cluster together in a child suspected of HA. Dr. Stewart does not feel this linkage has been conclusively established.

He points out that there has been no definitive study for explaining the fact that HA is manifested in varying degrees depending on the social and physical environment, and that the HA child often is no trouble at all when alone. He further suggests that the answer from such a study may require a more skeptical approach to a purely physiological explanation for HA.

At one time in the search for causes of HA, brain damage was suspected, the result of defective embryo development or trouble during birth. However, recent studies show that more than 95% of diagnosed HA children have no evidence of any injury to the brain. Those seeking a neurological explanation now suggest that a "minimal dysfunction associated with a selective lag in the maturation of the central nervous system" is the cause; thus the coining of the expression "MBD" (minimal brain damage).

With the lack of any demonstrable physical cause for HA, one wonders how amphetamines ever came into widespread use as a treat-
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labeled the drug dangerous and outlawed its promotion. However, there are indications that the seed planted is growing very well. One commentator called the trend toward labeling children HA an epidemic,39 another, the invention of a disease.40

The seductive nature of the case favoring the use of drugs is obvious. Instead of blaming bad behavior on parents, or institutions, or simply the child’s nature, we now have an easy organic scapegoat: problem children have chemical imbalances that we can treat with drugs. Indeed drug treatment advocates analogize using drugs for treatment of HA children to giving insulin to diabetics. They claim that no reward or discipline can help the child until the drug realigns the chemical imbalance.41

A description of a typical case study will perhaps illustrate the problem. Bill is six and in first grade. His teacher sends his mother a note saying, “Bill is hyperactive. Please have him see a physician.” Bill is taken to a physician who inquires about Bill’s normal behavior. Frequently Bill’s school is contacted. If the doctor is very careful, he may even get a written work-up on the child from the teacher and a copy of Bill’s file to date. Infrequently an electroencephalogram (EEG) is taken. Fifty percent of suspected HA children show abnormal brain activity, whereas only 15-20% of nonhyperactive children show such abnormalities.42 On this basis the drug is tried in a normal dosage and, if improvement is shown, the diagnosis is confirmed. If no reaction is manifest, the dosage will often be increased. In any case, Bill now has a label that will be very hard to lose. In fairness, it may be conceded that many professionals take far more care in prescribing psychoactive drugs for children than the scenario indicates. It is nonetheless common.43

It should be obvious that the only “hard” measure of determining whether a child is a proper candidate for drug treatment is to try it. Indeed one psychiatrist contacted felt that this was the preferred diagnostic measure.44 Is this wrong?

A recent unpublished study by Dr. R. Rapoport for the National Institute of Mental Health involved the administering of amphetamines and placebos to fourteen normal boys, ages six to twelve, using the double-blind cross-over method wherein neither the examiner nor the subjects knew the purpose of the study, and in which the control group is switched with the test group part way through the experiment. On the basis of this work, Dr. Rapoport concluded that the “effects of stimulant drugs are not specific to a particular diagnostic group, and that the response of children with MBD to stimulants is neither paradoxical nor diagnostic.”45 In lay terms, normal children respond to stimulant drugs the same way children diagnosed HA do. This method of diagnosis is thus both over-inclusive and under-inclusive since (a) many normal children will be diagnosed as HA by giving them the drug, and (b) many truly HA children will not be properly diagnosed because only half the suspected HA children respond to amphetamines.

Should we then conclude that using the drug may benefit the learning ability of 50% of all school children? Two studies show that the value of amphetamines in promoting learning is doubtful. Rachel Gittleman-Klein studied three groups: one given Ritalin; the second, Ritalin along with behavior modification; and the third, a placebo with behavior modification. The results indicated a universal reduction in reported deviance. On three separate ratings of the degree of HA (by objective standards, by teachers, and by parents), the evaluations were about the same, except that teachers overall slightly favored the group given Ritalin with behavior modification.46

A subsequent study casts further doubt on the ability of drugs to enhance the opportunity for HA children to learn. Dr. Gabrielle Weiss47 undertook a five-year study of two groups. One group took Ritalin, a stimulant; the second took chlorpromazine, a sedative, or no drug at all. Dr. Weiss found “no significant differences between the two pairs of matched groups on measures of reading, language, or arithmetic.”48 She was surprised by the result, since other studies had documented improvement in cognitive skills.49 This lack of a showing
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of greater learning progress calls into question the justification for treating suspected HA children with drugs. Grinspoon and Singer, calling HA little more than a convenient label for excusing social problems as a disease, wrote that the use of drugs “does little more than provide a relatively easy and economical way of making the classroom situation more tolerable and manageable for the teacher.”

This is crucial to an examination of side effects of the use of drugs. In the name of treatment, with parents and teachers believing drugs to be crucial for a child’s education, it is easy to dismiss side effects as minor; but if drugs are merely a means of controlling unwanted deviant behavior, the significance of the side effects looms larger.

Common short-term side effects are headaches, moodiness, stomachaches, and talkativeness. Moodiness is generally expressed as a tendency to cry. Insomnia can occur when more than one or two Ritalin or dexedrine pills are given per day (the normal dosage is three capsules per day). Hallucinatory episodes are also reported. Another common side effect, though generally temporary, is appetite suppression.

Long-term effects have not been well researched; but growth suppression, weight loss, and possible liver damage have been mentioned, although growth suppression is questioned in recent growth. In general, it can be said that the long-term effects are unknown. This is not reassuring, since long-term negative effects from extended use of amphetamines by adults became known only recently. One commentator feels this lag in knowledge constitutes a serious risk to children.

The question of how much risk and short-term discomfort we are willing to subject children to can be answered only in terms of our perception of whether this is indeed a treatment of a serious physical impediment to learning, or just a popular method of improving behavior. That question is inextricably connected to the question of whether or not there are alternatives to drug treatment.

Freeman lists the alternatives: special education techniques to minimize distractions; perceptual or perceptual-motor training; diet; early intervention and screening; drugs other than amphetamines; behavior modification; parent counseling; and psychotherapy. An examination of these methods is beyond the scope of this article. However, a recent study found no quantifiable difference between the effectiveness of behavior modification techniques and that of drugs. It is possible that further research will show that both are equally ineffective; but it would seem that the somewhat less objectionable behavior modification should be tried more extensively. Few of those interviewed in the course of this research perceived a potential for invasion into protected areas of autonomy and privacy posed by behavior modification, while they rather frequently condemned the widespread use of drugs on that basis.

Another alternative, examined closely during this author’s research, is found in the growing body of literature on diet, with a particular emphasis on the work of Dr. Ben Feingold who looked into the relationship of food additives to HA. A 1975 government publication indicates that work is proceeding in this area but that few conclusions have yet been reached.

Based on the lack of a clear-cut means of diagnosis, the side effects of drug treatment, and the lack of conclusive evidence that drug treatment furthers the education of a child, the need for safeguards against indiscriminate classification and treatment comes into focus — safeguards to constrain schools and, indirectly, parents and teachers.

II. STATUTORY RERAINTS

Recent statutory enactments, such as Public Law 94-142, radically alter the rights of HA children and their parents. For example, although the right of handicapped children to an education has been recognized in Utah since 1969, and in the District of Columbia since 1972, it was not until Public Law 94-142 passed in 1975 that this right was established as national policy. Though education of the handi-
capped is laudable, it is doubtful that the art of locating and diagnosing HA children is well tuned enough to protect their rights.

As previously mentioned, the new federal statute requires the identification, location, and evaluation of all handicapped children. The law defines handicapped to include the "seriously emotionally disturbed . . . or children with specific learning disabilities . . . ." This is interpreted to include hyperactive children. The affirmative duty creates the potential for significant violation of the rights of the children, the most basic problem being the inability of the schools accurately to delineate what is a handicap and what is merely a slight deviance in behavior. The schools are forced to adopt arbitrary cutoffs, based largely on subjective impressions of teachers. One commentator presents studies showing the tendency of teachers to be overinclusive in their diagnosis of behavioral disorders. An example of the implementation of the safeguards is provided by studying the procedures employed by the Salt Lake City School District.

In attempting to comply with Public Law 94-142, the Salt Lake City schools have adopted the following procedure. After a teacher perceives a child as handicapped, written parental consent is sought before any testing. The form merely provides a blank space for listing reasons for the suggested further evaluation; it provides no assurance that the parents will be told or made to understand the consequences of the testing. The form further fails to inform parents of the right to school officials, this hearing could include hyperactive children. The affirmative duty creates the potential for significant violation of the rights of the children, the most basic problem being the inability of the schools accurately to delineate what is a handicap and what is merely a slight deviance in behavior. The schools are forced to adopt arbitrary cutoffs, based largely on subjective impressions of teachers. One commentator presents studies showing the tendency of teachers to be overinclusive in their diagnosis of behavioral disorders. An example of the implementation of the safeguards is provided by studying the procedures employed by the Salt Lake City School District.

In attempting to comply with Public Law 94-142, the Salt Lake City schools have adopted the following procedure. After a teacher perceives a child as handicapped, written parental consent is sought before any testing. The form merely provides a blank space for listing reasons for the suggested further evaluation; it provides no assurance that the parents will be told or made to understand the consequences of the testing. The form further fails to inform parents of the right to a hearing or to an independent evaluation. If the parents do consent, diagnosis by an evaluation-placement team begins. The Utah State Board of Education regulations suggest five categories of participants: (1) a representative of the school board trained in providing or supervising special education, such as a special education teacher, the principal, or a psychologist; (2) the teacher or teachers of the child; (3) the parents; (4) the child; (5) anyone else the school board or the parents want. After the evaluation, the parents are given written notification of the agency's decision, again using a general form that does not highlight the rights of the parents to a due process hearing or to appellate review. The form also fails to explain place-
Fourth is the fact that parents can now waive the right to a hearing for their child by mere inaction rather than by express waiver. The potential for harm to the child requires an explicit waiver based on valid, informed consent.

The problems of over-diagnosis and stigma to normal children remain significant, since diagnosis is highly inexact. Many have argued that this problem can be overcome by relying on the professional judgment of physicians. However, absent good diagnostic techniques that clearly identify only those in need of treatment, this trust seems misplaced.

In response to the problem of excessive use of drugs on persons who are institutionalized, Congress in 1975 passed Public Law 94-103. Section 111 outlines the rights of the developmentally disabled. Among other things, the federal and state governments are required to see that no program receives money unless it has a "prohibition on the excessive use of chemical restraints on [developmentally disabled] persons and the use of such restraints as punishment or as a substitute for a habilitation program or in quantities that interfere with services, treatment or habilitation of such persons." Developmental disability is defined in 42 U.S.C.A. § 6001(7) as:

a disability of a person which is attributable to any other condition of a person found to be closely related to mental retardation because such condition results in similar impairment of general intellectual functioning or adaptive behavior to that of mentally retarded persons or requires treatment and services similar to those required for such persons; originates before such person attains age eighteen; has continued or can be expected to continue indefinitely; and constitutes a substantial handicap to such person's ability to function normally in society.

Inasmuch as recent work with adults suggests that HA may not be outgrown, it is entirely possible that HA individuals will be included in this protected class. It can be argued that the drugs do not constitute treatment for HA, but are rather merely control measures for the convenience of others. Public Law 94-103 could force a withdrawal of federal funds from an HA drug program and provide a basis for showing that public policy does not favor such treatment. Such an application of Public Law 94-103 would, of course, also be of help in a subsequent tort action.
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More stringent controls on the administration of drugs might be implemented by convincing school boards of their statutory duty to see that their programs are aimed primarily at habilitation, and by encouraging them to use their power to ensure that the best diagnosis possible is rendered by all concerned, including the doctor. School boards may initially feel no responsibility for policing physicians, but one commentator established a theoretical basis for holding the school board liable. One case has been filed pursuing the theory.

In Mills v. Board of Education of the District of Columbia, decided prior to the adoption of Public Law 94-142 with its mandatory procedural guidelines, the court adopted guidelines for implementing educational opportunities for handicapped children. Therein the judge spelled out the information to be given the parents before special placement:

Such notice shall:

(a) describe the proposed action in detail;
(b) clearly state the specific and complete reasons for the proposed action, including the specification of any tests or reports upon which such action is proposed;
(c) describe any alternative educational opportunities available on a permanent or temporary basis;
(d) inform the parent or guardian of the right to object to the proposed action at a hearing before the hearing officer;
(e) inform the parent or guardian that the child is eligible to be referred to a federally or locally funded diagnostic center for an independent medical, psychological and educational evaluation and shall specify the name, address and telephone number of an appropriate diagnostic center;
(f) inform the parent or guardian of the right to be represented at the hearing by legal counsel, to examine the child's school records before the hearing, including any tests or reports upon which the proposed action may be based, and to present evidence and cross-examine any witnesses at the hearing.

Though quite complete, even these guidelines are inadequate, especially where parents can waive their rights by inaction.

An article cited earlier recommends six points of information to be
CONSTITUTIONAL CONSTRAINTS

The most obvious basis to restrict state action in programs aimed at handicapped children generally and HA children specifically would be to establish education as a fundamental interest, and thereby force school boards and others to demonstrate the value of their programs.47 

San Antonio v. Rodriguez48 appeared to seriously undercut such an analysis. In that case, the United States Supreme Court specifically refused to analyze education as such a fundamental interest. However, in light of subsequent cases, it can be argued that Rodriguez speaks merely to financing education.

In 1974 the United States Supreme Court in Lau v. Nichols,49 held that § 601 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was violated when children from Chinatown in San Francisco were not afforded a bilingual education. The Court said that this deprived the children of any education at all. Though the Court specifically refused to reach the constitutional issue, its language suggests that it might do so in the future. A number of lower courts have seized on this opening and declared there is a right of handicapped children to obtain a meaningful education.50 For example, Frederick L. v. Thomas,51 cites Weisenberger v. Weisenfeld,52 and applies the Supreme Court's standard to require that schools show a legislative purpose that is reasonably advanced by the proposed treatment. For HA children this would mean that the administering of drugs must afford a greater opportunity to learn. Further, there is a discernible trend toward strictly scrutinizing treatment and education of the handicapped — either as a quasi-fundamental interest or as a protection for a person put into a suspect class.53

A second basis to restrict the programs is found in the mental health privacy argument developed by Professor Michael Shapiro.54 The argument asserts that the right to be free in one's thoughts is protected given to parents before consent can be considered valid and informed. Combined with the list in Mills, they serve as a model:

1. The form requesting the consent of the parents before evaluation should include:
   (a) the preliminary diagnosis and any tests or reports on which the preliminary diagnosis is based;
   (b) a complete description of the contemplated evaluation;
   (c) explicit information that the parent may refuse to consent;
   (d) information on the possible effect the testing will have on the child's placement in school programs;
   (e) the parents' right to a hearing before testing; and
   (f) notice that the parents have a right to request an independent evaluation, and informing the parents in their own language how such an assessment can be obtained.

2. The form outlining the diagnosis after evaluation should include:
   (a) the diagnosis and a specification of any tests or reports upon which such diagnosis is based;
   (b) a complete description of the contemplated treatment procedures;
   (c) the risks involved along with current information on the problem of stigmatization for a child labeled handicapped;
   (d) the prospects of success;
   (e) alternative methods of treatment;
   (f) the prognosis if the procedures recommended are not implemented;
   (g) the right to an independent assessment along with current information on how to obtain such an assessment;
   (h) the right to examine the records and tests performed on the child;
   (i) the right to a hearing where parents and child can be represented by counsel, offer evidence, and cross-examine other witnesses and how to obtain such counsel, if the parents are indigent;
   (j) the right to appeal to federal court if they disagree with the decision at the hearing.

3. The burden of showing the need for special treatment should be placed on the school board, with a requirement that a hearing be held where the child is afforded free, independent representation, should the parents either refuse consent or fail to act upon the request.

One large gap remains in protecting the rights of HA children where a parent seeks out treatment and the school is not directly involved. It appears that control would be possible only if constitutional restraints are found, protecting the child's freedom in his/her thoughts.
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by the First Amendment. In terms of the HA child, it is important to provide safeguards to ensure that relatively harmless deviant behavior, of unknown value to the child’s future development and growth, is distinguished from behavior that may deprive the HA child of an education. The latter is a valid concern for state involvement.

The mental health argument was adopted in Kaimowitz v. Department of Mental Health, a decision that presents potential ramifications in the treatment of HA children. The case involved proposed psychosurgery on an inmate of a mental institution. The court ruled that the inmate could not validly consent to the procedure and flatly prohibited it. The surgery was experimental and of questionable value. The court looked at competency, knowledge of risk, and voluntariness in deciding whether or not the consent of the inmate’s parents could suffice. In examining the issue of competency, the court remarked that consent from parents was ineffective for psychosurgery when it involves involuntarily detained mental patients. The court indicated that the high risks involved and the lack of known benefits from the procedure precluded parental consent from being sufficient.

Applying the rationale of Kaimowitz to drug treatment of HA children, a court could hold that a parent is not capable of giving valid consent. Although not as clearly experimental as psychosurgery, drug treatment of HA children does present known side effects with a lack of demonstrable improvement in the education of the child. Further, parents may want to curb hyperactive behavior for their own personal motives rather than to benefit the child. Finally, the voluntariness required by Kaimowitz is arguably lacking in treating HA children with drugs. In a setting similar to prison, a child is required to attend school. The consent of the parents could be seen as coerced, in view of the pressure to treat the problem that a school often exerts on parents.

This analysis could provide the basis for a court not only to impose more restrictive guidelines on the schools before treatment, but also to hold that parental consent was invalid. It might also give the child a cause of action against the prescribing physician or against the parents where immunity does not prevent it.

IV. CONCLUSION

The following summarizes the problem which our society currently faces in the treatment of HA children:

Schrag & Divoky, supra note 2, at 229.


ASSESSMENT APPROVAL FORM

At the request of [Name] [Title] the school resource staff is seeking your permission to carry out a more detailed educational-adaptive-psychological assessment of ________ than is provided by the classroom teacher. The reasons for this request are:

________________________________________

Before we may perform this assessment, we must have written consent from you. You have the right to refuse permission for this assessment. You also have the right to request and to review all of your child’s school records. Following the assessment you will be informed of the results. Further, your child’s educational program will not be changed without your written consent.

If you have any questions, contact ________.

Phone _________. Please return this form as soon as possible.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

________________________________________

[Pupil’s Name]

Yes, I do authorize the assessment and understand that the results are kept confidential.

No, I do not authorize the assessment you have requested.

Parent’s comments: ____________________________________________

Date __________________ Signature of parent or guardian
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APPENDIX 2

PLACEMENT APPROVAL FORM—SELF-CONTAINED CLASSES

The purpose of this conference is to discuss with you the assessment results and your child’s school placement for the year ________

Educational options available in the Salt Lake City Schools are the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regular Class</th>
<th>Educable Mentally Handicapped</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resource Program</td>
<td>Trainable Mentally Handicapped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotionally Handicapped</td>
<td>Severely Multiple Handicapped</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on available data, we recommend the placement checked above.

Reasons for this placement are:

________________________________________

You may either approve of the above placement or reject it. If you do not feel that this recommendation is appropriate, you may request a conference with school personnel to obtain additional facts. You may have an independent assessment completed on your child. You also have the right to due process. You have the right to review and to amend the information collected in determining your child’s placement. The information collected in developing your child’s program will be available only to the staff implementing the program. The records will not be released under any other circumstances without your written consent.

Participants:

________________________________________

______________________________

________________________________________

Yes, I approve of the above placement.

No, I do not approve of this placement.

Parent’s comments: ____________________________________________

Date __________________ Signature of parent or guardian